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IMA Group Meeting

• Who is who in the IMA Group
• Group related issues
• Research training: G55PGR, GradSchool
• PhD quality coordinator
• Social activities

• New this time ...
  – 2 hour slots, food and drinks provided:
    • Tutorial talks and talks from externals: 1h, seminar talks: 30 min., poster day talks: 10 min.
  – Presentation title and abstract, support
  – Poster day
  – Opportunities for presentation training
  – External presenters and special sessions
  – Price giveaway

IMA Seminar Website

pos@cs.nott.ac.uk
How to give a presentation...

- GradSchool Courses
- Prepare early
- Send title and abstracts
- Talk to your supervisor
- Talk to your feedback people
- Look at examples on the website
- Corporate guidelines
How to give feedback…

• It is not about the subject presented but about presentation style
• It should have a motivating characteristic rather than judgmental one
• It should include the negative as well as the positive aspects
• Allow presenters to feedback on how they think they performed

Poster Session

• 1st year PhD students, other IMA members
• Posters and short presentations
• Everyone welcome
Finally …

• Send me your slides after your seminar
• If you have other commitments tell me as early as possible
• Prepare your seminars well in advance and do some dry runs
• Enjoy …